
Safety.
MADE BEAUTIFUL.

Introducing Vibe 
from LifeValet.



Assistive design  
in an elegant new form.
Vibe was created to end the compromise between elevated safety and individual style, setting a new 

standard in grab bar design that will truly inspire. Within its sleek modern shape, every element can be 

customized to a client’s exact preference, allowing designers to seamlessly integrate elevated safety  

into the most tailored residential or commercial interior plan.



Precision 
engineering  
in every detail.
In addition to full ADA compliance,  
Vibe undergoes rigorous testing and quality 
control, ensuring that its fit, finish and  
safety performance meet our exacting 
standards. From high-end residential, 
commercial and retail to modern medical 
and care facilities, Vibe is built to provide 
decades of strength and beauty, maximizing 
the value of a client’s investment.



Let your 
Imagination 
run wild.

Straight Bar  
Finish: Chrome 
16” | 01ST16PC
24” | 01ST24PC

Square Bar
Finish: Chrome 
16” x 16” | 01SQ16PC
24” x 24” | 01SQ24PC

Straight Bar
Finish: Brushed Nickel 
16” | 01ST16BN
24” | 01ST24BN

Square Bar
Finish: Brushed Nickel 
16” x 16” | 01SQ16BN
24” x 24” | 01SQ24BN

Straight Bar
Finish: Matte Black 
16” | 01ST16MB
24” | 01ST24MB

Square Bar
Finish: Matte Black 
16” x 16” | 01SQ16MB
24” x 24” | 01SQ24MB

Vibe offers a stunning array of three metal finishes, each tile-ready to give designers the 
freedom to customize look and finish with a surface inlay all their own. In parallel, LifeValet is preparing to 
introduce a range of elegant glass and metal inlays, each expertly crafted and exclusive to Vibe. No other 
grab bar offers this level of choice, or creativity.

***Our patent-pending Vibe tile-ready grab bars are sold as complete assemblies, including all necessary components for installation***



Create a 
Vibe that’s 
truly your 
own.

30 Degree Angled Grab Bar  
Finish: Chrome 
16” | 01AN16PC
24” | 01AN24PC

90 Degree L Grab Bar  
Finish: Chrome 
16” x 16” | 01LS16PC
24” x 24” | 01LS24PC

30 Degree Angled Grab Bar  
Finish: Brushed Nickel 
16” | 01AN16BN
24” | 01AN24BN

90 Degree L Grab Bar  
Finish: Brushed Nickel 
16” x 16” | 01LS16BN
24” x 24” | 01LS24BN

30 Degree Angled Grab Bar  
Finish: Matte Black
16” | 01AN16MB
24” | 01AN24MB

90 Degree L Grab Bar  
Finish: Matte Black
16” x 16” | 01LS16MB
24” x 24” | 01LS24MB

Vibe’s innovative modular design allows for customization beyond anything experienced before. 
Four stylish configurations, each available in two standard lengths with optional cornering hardware, 
easily connect to create any shape you can imagine, including unique and complex angles. Nothing is 
beyond possibility.

***Our patent-pending Vibe tile-ready grab bars are sold as complete assemblies, including all necessary components for installation***



Orders are being 
accepted now.
Contact sales@lifevalet.com

or call 833-543-8253 to speak 
with a design expert.

LifeValet.com

Every LifeValet product is created by 

highly collaborative teams of designers, 

engineers and safety experts, working 

in close partnership to maximize the 

potential of a given concept. We also  

invite feedback from AEC professionals,  

as together, we can continue to foster  

new ideas that will raise the bar for all.
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